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Make the Most of Your FIABCI Benefits  

O 
n page 3 of this edition of Global FIABCI News, you’ll 

find an article about the importance of maintaining a cur-

rent and robust profile at FIABCI.org. Those of us who 

regularly attend the many FIABCI events held around the world 

benefit from the opportunity to cultivate relationships through face

-to-face meetings. The “typical” FIABCI member, however, may 

travel only to the annual World Congress and/or to national 

Chapter events.  

Regardless of which type of member you are, we all 

benefit from immediate access to a robust database of 

professionals who can consult on a business matter or 

help a client. While I know hundreds of FIABCI mem-

bers, personally, I want to know that when I’m looking for 

a specific expertise, I can find someone with that exper-

tise by searching in the online FIABCI Member Directory. 

Please take a few minutes to read the tips for updating 

your profile, and then go to FIABCI.org and do it!   

The Member Directory is just one of many member-focused benefits that FIABCI 

offers. More than at any time in recent history, the focus of FIABCI is on the mem-

ber — and the member’s business needs. This is due, in great part, to the work of 

my immediate predecessor, 2016-’17 World President Kirkor Ajderhanyan.  

A Legacy of Member-focused Benefits 

Kirkor is man of great vision. Beginning during his term as President of the World 

Council of Brokers, Kirkor advocated for FIABCI’s priorities to be about the mem-

ber. Thanks to this way of thinking, many new 

programs and resources came about in recent 

years. These accomplishments — supported by 

numerous dedicated and hard-working volun-

teers — were highlighted in his year-end report 

to the General Assembly last May in Andorra. 

For those of you not in Andorra (and for those 

who’d like a second look), the presentation, “Looking Back & Looking Forward,” is  

available online at FIABCI.org. A few highlights from this presentation are pictured 

on pages 14 and 15. 

(Continued on page 2) 

http://www.fiabci.org/documents/Year-end-report_Vision-2020-May-2017.PDF
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Message from the President (cont.) 

 

Within the presentation you’ll also find information 

about important industry causes, e.g., sustainability, 

affordable housing and our related work with UN  

Habitat. While these issues may not initially seem  

directly related to day-to-day business, be assured, 

they are. What is good for the industry and for proper-

ty owners is, ultimately, good for local business.  

Thanks, also, to the efforts of former World  

Presidents, including Enrico Campagnoli (2010-’11) 

Flavio Gonzaga Nunes (2013-’14), Robyn Waters 

(2014-’15), Danielle Grossenbacher (2015-’16) and 

Kirkor Ajderhanyan (2016-’17), there are opportuni-

ties for Chapters and Principal Members to engage 

with local housing authorities and, in doing so,  

position individual FIABCI members as the source for 

local expertise. 

What members value most about FIABCI varies by 

member. For me, it’s the networking opportunity 

along with bonding of friendship — friends, which 

over the years, become a part of the extended family. 

It may be something different for you. Be assured,  

however, FIABCI offers something of value to every 

member. Spend a little time exploring what FIABCI 

has to offer you, or get involved in a World Council or 

Committee, and help to create new member value. 

As my friend President Kirkor would say, “If you have 

new ideas…be prepared to take responsibility to  

realize it!”  

 

 

 

Farook Mahmood 

FIABCI World President 2017-’18  

 

FIABCI HQ Update 

T 
he first agreement for the purchase of our new 

office space in Paris has been signed. By  

October 2017, our headquarters will be located 

in one of the most emblematic buildings of Pairs, in 

Montparnasse Tower (CIT). Watch a short video with 

more details about the building and office space,  

including a simulated 3-D view.  

 

 

 

www.fiabci.org/news/fiabci-hq-video/ 

Upon approval by the General Assembly in May to 

purchase of office space (after a financial analysis of 

the benefits of ownership and building equity), many 

generous individuals and FIABCI Chapters came for-

ward to offer financial support. This support is critical 

to reduce our reliance on a bank loan, and to mini-

mize the need to draw on our reserves. (Contributors 

were recognized earlier this year in our FIABCI Glob-

al News magazine, and will be again later this year). 

If you’d like to be part of this historic chapter in  

FIABCI’s history, now is the time to forward. Contribu-

tions of any amount will be appreciated. Payment 

may be made using the following transfer details:  

FIABCI 

Societe Generale Bank 

6 rue de Sevres, 75006 Paris – France 

IBAN: FR76 3000 3030 3000 0502 6091 755 

SWIFT code: SOGEFRPP 

 

If you prefer to pay by Visa or Mastercard (a 1.80% 

processing fee will be added), please contact Narek 

Arakelyan (narek.arakelyan@fiabci.org; +33 1 73 79 

58 30). 

Watch for a new video in the coming weeks with 

more information about our new headquarters!  

(Message from the President—Continued from page 1) 

 Tell Us Your Story! 

In a paragraph or two, tell us what 

membership in FIABCI means to you 

(personally or professionally) and we may feature 

your story in an upcoming issue.  

Email news@fiabci.org. 

http://www.fiabci.org/news/fiabci-hq-video/
mailto:narek.arakelyan@fiabci.org
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10 Tips to Enhance Your FIABCI Profile 

 

 A 
re you making the most of your FIABCI 

affiliation? The FIABCI Network — and 

its ability to connect professionals world-

wide — is one of the most valuable aspects of 

your membership. The best connec-

tions (finding just the right person 

to assist a client), requires a 

thorough review of the individu-

al’s profile.  

When’s the last time you’ve 

reviewed or updated your profile 

at FIABCI.org? Take a few minutes to 

search for yourself to see how others 

view you online. Is all the information current? 

Have you completed all the fields? Is your picture 

current? If you answered “no” to any of these 

questions, now is the time to update your profile.  

Simply login, and then click on “Your Profile” on 

the left side of the Member Dashboard. 

Here 10 tips to help you put your best self for-

ward to potential clients and fellow FIABCI mem-

bers looking to make a business contact/referral: 

Complete all available fields! Missing infor-

mation, even something as simple as a company 

logo, detracts from your profile. 

Assess your photo. Is your picture current, and 

sized correctly for the best display? A profes-

sional headshot is best, but a high-resolution 

photo from a phone may be fine. Avoid candid 

pictures in which you are dressed too casually or 

that include other people, e.g., the arm of some-

one who has been cropped out of the photo.  

Write a detailed business description. This 

information is missing on many FIABCI member 

profiles. This is your chance to tell other mem-

bers (and the public!) about your unique service 

offerings and skills. Include details that set you 

apart from others. For example, if you specialize 

in leisure properties, note specific accomplish-

ments, e.g., sold more than €X in golf course 

properties in 2016.   

Indicate secondary languages. Did you know 

you can search the member directory using a 

single search term: language? For many con-

sumers, language may be one of the most im-

portant criteria for selecting an agent. 

Add business keywords. Like language, us-

ers may opt to search against a single word 

that is relevant to their needs, so think about 

your specializations and add key words that 

reflect the detail of your business specialties. 

Add social media links. Provide links to all 

your social media platforms and blogs; add 

your Skype contact.  

Consider Property types and specialties. 

Check off all business specialties and property 

types for which you conduct business, but don’t 

overstate your areas of expertise. The same 

applies to Main Business Contact Countries. 

Proofread your information. If the language 

it’s written in is not your first language, have a 

native speaker read your business description. 

Review profile from the end-user perspec-

tive. Once you complete your profile, go back 

to the public side and search again for yourself. 

Make sure your photo and logo are sized so 

they display properly (not stretched or blurry).   

Check back regularly to update. In a review 

of some member profiles, there were many 

links to blogs, social media pages, etc. that no 

longer functioned. 

 

Your FIABCI profile may be the only information 

available to someone looking to do business. 

Make sure your profile is as professional as you 

are!   

Forgot your Password? 

No problem! Just click on the “Forgot Your 

Password” link from the Login page to reset 

your password. 
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Market Spotlight: Taiwan Affordable Housing 

T 
aiwan’s national housing price index esti-

mates house prices nationwide rose 45% 

from March 2008, to March 2015. The price 

surge has been greatest in major metropolitan are-

as. Factors driving up prices during this time, particu-

larly in Taipei, are attributed to both external factors 

(quantitative 

easing by 

Western central 

banks driving 

down yields on 

Western as-

sets) and inter-

nal regulations 

(lowering taxes 

on real estate 

and gifting). 

Specific to  

Chinese cul-

ture, the notion 

of house ownership is often seen as a measure of 

success, financial security and responsibility. There-

fore, the drive to own becomes very compelling. This 

dominant notion of property ownership in Taiwan 

culture fostered speculative investment while experi-

encing overall economic growth. Real estate prices 

sky-rocketed as a bi-product of growth, further en-

hancing the urge to own instead of rent, given the 

financial yield. Achieving “house owner” status is not 

an easy for most citizens. For most, “affordable” has 

no association with real estate prices and the finan-

cial commitment is often overwhelming. 

As the real estate market became more exclusive for 

speculative investors, average homeowners were 

cut out of the market. “Affordability” distanced itself 

from “right to adequate housing,” a tenet of the 1966 

United Nation’s International Covenant on Econom-

ic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which 

states: … the right of everyone to an adequate 

standard of living for himself and his family, including 

adequate food, clothing and housing…” 

2016 saw a record low number (244,000) of real es-

tate transactions – affordability being one factor – 

but industry analysts predict an improving market 

over the next few years. Even as some sellers are 

lowering prices and consumers seek smaller (less 

expensive) apartments, affordable housing remains 

an issue, espe-

cially in Taipei. 

Builders and de-

velopers have 

responded and 

two-bedroom 

apartments now 

account for 47% 

of pre-sale pro-

jects, twice as 

many as three-

bedroom apart-

ments.  

 

Government response 

Last October, President Tsai Ing-wen, in her first  

National Day address since taking office, spoke to 

the affordable housing 

problem, saying: “Young 

people worry that housing 

costs too much and adds 

too heavy a burden, so 

we [will] get to work ex-

panding social housing – 

80,000 units within the 

next four years, and a 

projected 200,000 within 

the next eight. Like in 

many advanced coun-

tries, access to social 

housing will become  

universal in Taiwan.” 

This social housing will be rentals, with 10% to 20% 

reserved for disadvantaged households.  

(Continued on page 5) 

Developed from a presentation by Lily Chang on behalf of FIABCI-Taiwan.  
View the detailed presentation at FIABCI.org> 

Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen 

Self-0wned housing rates: Asia 

http://www.fiabci.org/documents/20170519%20-%20Affordable%20housing%20(%E9%80%A2%E7%94%B2%E8%8B%B1%E6%96%87%E7%89%88).pdf
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Market Spotlight: Taiwan Affordable Housing 

Government support for development of new social 

housing includes providing zero cost land to build on 

and financial subsidies to ease project operations 

costs.  

Affordability issues  

The housing affordability 

issues facing Taiwan are 

varied and therefore re-

quire varied solutions. 

Issues include, among 

others: 

• Lack of a single  

Government authority 

to conduct/oversee 

management and 

operation. 

• Housing shortage in 

regions where real estate price and population 

density are high. 

• Land Issues: persistence fuels real estate market 

vicious cycle. 

• Stereotype of social housing; needs to be  

reversed and re-defined. 

Taiwan can look to Asian neighbors Singapore and 

Korea for good social housing models. Singapore’s 

Housing & Development Board (HDB), established 

in the 1960s, adopted a set of policies over the years 

that can be tied to measurable success. These poli-

cies include clear target groups, simple rules, strict 

eligibility criteria, an integrated service function and 

creative financing schemes.  

South Korea’s similar social structure and  

demographics also offer best practice models,  

including small-scale construction to regenerate  

urban life, coordination and integration with the  

rental housing market, diverse financial models 

(including REITs) with added value benefits to  

elevate housing and living quality.  

Prototype developments underway  

Based on the Government’s campaign promise, new 

policies and construction plans have  

begun to roll out, starting in Taipei and 

Taichung where high prices combined 

with population density has created the greatest 

need. Targeted demographic groups include newly-

weds, young professionals, senior citizens, disad-

vantaged and blue-collar workers. Initial pilot pro-

jects will serve as prototypes for social housing.  

Among the early projects, with rents set at 60% to 

90% of market rate, are: 

• Xing-Long Public Housing 01, Taipei – Three-

phase, 10-neighborhood development of 3,000 

units targeting newlyweds with a sports complex, 

public park, mass transit and bus station, and 

schools within proximity. Pictured left. 

• Song-Shan Public Housing, Taipei – Targeting 

senior citizens, this 507-unit project re-purposes 

a military dormitory.  

• Taipei MRT Public Housing – Renovated and 

new construction towers (co-inhabited by owners 

and social housing tenants) connected to the 

mass rapid transit (MRT) system delivers 570 

units (4 sites/transit stations). Pictured below. 

 

• Xin-Ya Workforce Housing, Taichung – A 

model of three-way cooperation, delivering 910 

units for workers, is being developed with sup-

port from the Government (land acquisition),  

private sector (development capital) and labor 

(higher productivity). 

Details about these, and additional developments, 

are included the FIABCI-Taiwan PPT.   

(Continued from page 4) 

(Continued on page 6) 

http://www.fiabci.org/documents/20170519%20-%20Affordable%20housing%20(%E9%80%A2%E7%94%B2%E8%8B%B1%E6%96%87%E7%89%88).pdf
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Market Spotlight: Taiwan Affordable Housing 

Public-private partnerships 

Taiwan is pursuing different development models for 

different districts and considering smaller, shared-

space design. Efforts are underway to bring together 

public and private development to reduce the cost of 

development. The government offers low/no cost 

land for development and looks to developers to 

keep housing prices down.  

Successful solutions to Taiwan’s affordable housing 

challenge will come from engaging three core stake-

holders: Government (land and tax policies),  

Financial Sector (loans and interest subsidies) and  

Developers (planning and design, building materi-

als, commitment to social responsibility and support 

for lifestyle changes).  

Efforts from these market stakeholders, combined, 

will transform Taiwan’s urban centers and provide 

affordable, quality houses that become homes to 

local citizens.  

 

Lily Chang is playing a 

leading role in FIABCI-

Taiwan’s efforts to be a 

voice for affordable hous-

ing in Taiwan. “As a developer for 28 

years, it is certainly a mission to care 

about the human living rights,” says 

Lily. FIABCI International’s The City 

We Need is Affordable campaign underscores the  

commitment of FIABCI-Taiwan and reflects President 

Tsai’s goal to build 200,000 units within eight years. “It is 

a very meaningful to achieve this target,” says Lily.  

Lily is working with Feng Chia University to analyze differ-

ent countries’ social and affordable housing with the goal 

of identify YTD data and best practice solutions that can 

be provided to all FIABCI chapters on a quarterly basis. A 

working group will be formed to support this effort. Lily 

also welcomes feedback from FIABCI members to help 

find solutions that cross national lines and are of value to 

all. 

Lily Chang is President of Treasure Dragon Corp. She is 

the 2017-‘18 President of the FIABCI World Council of 

Developers & Investors and chairs FIABCI-Taiwan’s 

|International Affairs Committee.  

(Continued from page 5) 

 

International Housing Congress  

St. Petersburg, Russia – October 3-6, 2017 
The largest professional event dedicated to the property & construction market in Russia. Connect with busi-

ness and government leaders from throughout Russia and foreign countries. Learn more or register today! 

                                                                   www.gilforum.ru 

     SAVE THESE DATES! 

FIABCI December Meetings, European  

Congress & Young Members Camp  

December 7-11, 2017 (Athens) 

FIABCI Americas International Global Summit  

March 1-2, 2018 (Cancún, México) 

FIABCI 69th World Congress 

April 27-May 2, 2018 (Dubai) 
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Promoting FIABCI and CPI in Asia-Pacific 

 

T 
he first FIABCI World President from  

India launched his term with a visit to two 

FIABCI Asia-Pacific Chapters: FIABCI-

Taiwan and FIACI-Malaysia. His agenda for 

both visits included a discussion of the City 

Prosperity Index (CPI), UN-Habitat’s tool to  

provide metrics and data for evaluating urban 

development. The tool has been applied in more 

than 500 cities around the world to date.  

A qualitative aspect of the tool measures the 

perceptions of people living in the urban area. 

This important component is thanks to an online 

tool offered by FIABCI, built using Circles of 

Sustainability methodology. It is being modified 

to have the same indicators of quantitative CPI. 

In May, 2015-’16 FIABCI World President Kirkor 

Ajderhanyan signed an MoU in Nairobi with  

UN-Habitat in support of city sustainability  

assessment worldwide. The CPI initiative is an 

important part of this agreement. 

“The aim of the CPI is to enable city authorities 

to identify opportunities and potential areas of 

intervention for their cities to become more pros-

perous,” said Farook Mahmood, who is talking 

with FIABCI Chapters about opportunities to en-

gage in positive urban transformation in times of 

continuous urban growth. “Through the evalua-

tion of this index, cities can have a better under-

standing of themselves. It identifies the underly-

ing problems, the strengths and weaknesses.    

It gives a snapshot of the current state of the 

city, paving the way for development by adapt-

ing the most efficient strategies for sustainable 

urban development.” 

Beyond the CPI discussion, the goal of the 

Chapter visits was to boost ties with this  

important world region and to explore opportuni-

ties to grow the membership in the Asia-Pacific 

region. 

World President 

Farook was the VIP 

guest at FIABCI-

Taiwan’s 2017 Real 

Estate Excellence 

Awards Presentation & 

Gala Dinner, during 

which time he ad-

dressed the attendees 

and congratulated the 

winners, who will go on 

to enter FIABCI’s 2018 

Prix d’ Excellence 

Awards competition. 

(Continued on page 8) 

FIABCI panel on CPI initiative at 2017 MIPIM 

Farook Mahmood  at FIABCI-

Taiwan awards program 

FIABCI-Taiwan’s 2017 Real Estate Excellence Award winners; 

pictured with Taiwanese cabinet ministers and mayors. Also 

included: the former premier of Taiwan, Mr. Su Zhenchang,  

FIABCI-Taiwan president Architect Mr. Lin of the Fabulous 

Group, Lily Chang, President of FIABCI’s World Council of 

Developers and Investors 

https://unhabitat.org/urban-initiatives/initiatives-programmes/city-prosperity-initiative/
https://unhabitat.org/urban-initiatives/initiatives-programmes/city-prosperity-initiative/
http://www.circlesofsustainability.org/
http://www.circlesofsustainability.org/
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While in Taiwan, President Farook met with a 

group of Taiwanese city mayors, including 

Mayor Chia-Lung Lin of the Taichung city gov-

ernment, along with other members of the gov-

ernment, to discuss the implementation of CPI. 

The Taichung mayor is very positive about the 

opportunities discussed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lily Chang, President of the FIABCI World 

Council of Developers & Investors (pictured  

below), was in attendance at the 

meeting. She will engage 2010-’11 

World President Enrico  

Campagnoli in activities related to 

Taiwan’s use of the CPI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the most memorable moments of the 

Taiwan visit was meeting a three-generation  

FIABCI family (below); all whom have served 

well the FIABCI organization.  

 

(Continued from page 7) 

(Continued on page 9) 

 

FIABCI in Asia-Pacific (cont.) 

Meeting with Taichung Mayor Chia-Lung Lin 

L to R: Mr. David Tang: Vice President (2017-2019) of FIABCI 
Asia-Pacific Committee, Director of FIABCI-Taiwan, Senior 

Associate Vice President of GFC Ltd.; Mr. Charles Tang,  
Supervisor of FIABCI-Taiwan (2005-2008), Chairman of GFC 

Ltd.; Mr. Farook Mahmood, 2017-2018 FIABCI World  
President; Mr. John S.C. Tang: FIABCI Medal Holder,  

FIABCI Deputy World President - Asia-Pacific (2003-2004), 
Emeritus President of FIABCI-Taiwan (2002-2008), Honorary 

Chairman of GFC Ltd. 

Presidents from FIABCI Asia-Pacific Chapters, including Singapore, Thailand,  

Philippines, Korea, and FIABCI-Taiwan members with  FIABCI World President 

Farook Mahmood (7th from  right) and Edward Tae-Yong Gee, (8th from right),  

FIABCI President of the Asia-Pacific region 
Farook Mahmood & Lily Chang at 

FIABCI-Taiwan award gala 
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The Asia-Pacific region was well-represented at 

the FIABCI-Taiwan event, with Chapter  

Presidents from Hawaii-USA, India, Korea,  

Malaysia, Philippine, Singapore, and Thailand in 

attendance. Members of FIABCI-Korea, used 

the opportunity to promote the upcoming 

APREC meeting in Busan (see pg. 7 for photo 

and details). 

Included on this page are additional photos from 

FIABCI-Taiwan organized events. 

(Continued from page 8) 

 

(Continued on page 10) 

 

FIABCI in Asia-Pacific (cont.) 

FIABCI-Taiwan award VIPs, including the Vice President of Taiwan, 

Mr. Chien-Jen Chen, seated on the left  of  Farook Mahmood  

Recipients of Special Contribution for Urban Development Award . 

Awards presented to Taiwanese mayors, including  Chia-Lung Lin, 

Mayor of Taichung (4th from L); pictured with Farook Mahmood (center) 

and the Vice President of Taiwan, Mr. Chien-Jen Chen (4th from R). 

Farook Mahmood, center, pictured with Edward Tae-Yong Gee,  

President of FIABCI’s Asia-Pacific region (4th from R), and Sopon 

Pornchokchai, President of FIABCI-Taiwan; along with  

members and guests of FIABCI-Taiwan 

Lunch with the Mei Fu Group (FIABCI-Taiwan silver award 

winner) and honored guests 

FIABCI VIPs visiting award-winning property of  

FIABCI-Taiwan’s Mei Fu Group 
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 South to Malaysia 

From Taiwan, World President Farook traveled 

to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia for a one-day meet-

ing and luncheon with leaders of the FIABCI-

Malaysia Chapter. FIABCI-Malaysia has agreed 

to actively pursue use of the CPI tool within the 

country. Other issues discussed included  

growing Chapter membership and sponsorship,  

technology and opportunities for Malaysian  

developers in India, resulting from India’s  

current housing shortage. 

While in Kuala Lumpur, President Farook  

received a souvenir presentation from FIABCI-

Malaysia. In turn, he made a special presidential 

medal presentation to 2005-’06 FIABCI World 

President Dato’ Alan Tong (below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The presentations followed speeches by the 

President of FIABCI-Malaysia, Tengku Dato’ Ab. 

Aziz, Dato’ Mr. Tong and Mr. Mahmood. Farook 

recognized FIABCI-Malaysia’s important role in 

FIABCI’s Prix d’Excellence program, noting “it is 

the jewel in our crown.” 

 

Throughout his trip, President Farook encour-

aged FIABCI members (and the many prospec-

tive members attending the FIABCI events) to 

“Think local, but act globally,” by expanding their 

business base using the FIABCI network and 

resources.      

(Continued from page 9) 

 

FIABCI in Asia-Pacific (cont.) 

Farook Mahmood, pictured with a past president 

of FIABCI-Malaysia and member of parliament  

Birthday boys of June , July, August celebrating  

in Kuala Lumpur at FIABCI-Malaysia 

FIABCI World Presidents Farook Mahmood 

and Dato’ Alan Tong 

See local coverage of the FIABCI-Taiwan and 

FIABCI-Malaysia visits on page 15 & 16. 
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• Only two months to go until the 2017 APREC Busan!  
• Early bird registration extended until July 31st. Register online now at 
     www.aprec2017.com and save! 
• Simultaneous Korean-Mandarin interpretation service available. 
• Offering FREE booths during the concurrent Ko-Real Expo. 

 

 

For online registration, please visit www.aprec2017.com! Further contact can be made 

to the organization committee by email: fiabcikorea@gmail.com  

or by phone: +82-51-741-3623. 

 

Register now for APREC and save! 

Upon registration, a con-
firmation email will be 
sent immediately.  
Following your initial 
registration, additional 
programs can easily be 
added, so register today 
to get the early bird rate.     
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 2017 Ko-Real Expo 
(the largest regional  
development & property 
expo in Korea), will be 
held concurrently with 
APREC. Ten booths will 
be offered to FIABCI 
Asia-Pacific chapters for 
free, and for Congress  
sponsor Lennar.  
                                                                                                                          
  
 
 

As the participation of a 
large number of Manda-
rin–speaking delegates 
is expected, a simultane-
ous Korean-Mandarin 
interpretation service 
will also be offered dur-
ing all APREC sessions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social tour programs 
are offered each day 
throughout the congress 
with both morning and 
afternoon city tours. 
Please enjoy a beautiful 
city of Busan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The farewell party on 
Sept. 24 will be at a 
nightclub near the Con-
gress venue and include 
many programs, includ-
ing “How to dance Gang-
nam Style of Psy,” and a 
fashion show. Gifts will 
be presented to partici-
pants! Don’t miss this fun 
and exciting night ! 

FIABCI-Korea attended the  
FIABCI-Taiwan Real Estate  
Excellence Awards on July 12, 
promoting the 2017 APREC 
(left). 
 
Thanks to the warm reception 
and hospitality of FIABCI-
Taiwan, the promotion was very 
successful, and a great number 
of Taiwanese delegates are ex-
pected to participate in the 
APREC. 

What you should know about APREC 2017: 

http://www.aprec2017.com
http://www.aprec2017.com
mailto:fiabcikorea@gmail.com
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O 
nce a month over 

breakfast, Laurence 

McCabe (right),  

FIABCI World President 2001-

’01, passes on wisdom culled 

from 60 years of working in the 

international property market to 

his younger colleagues at 

CBRE Ireland.  

Last month, Mary Mitchell-O'Connor, Ireland’s 

Minister of State at the Department of Educa-

tion, joined him at the June “Breakfast with  

Laurence,” along with a reporter for the Irish  

Independent, Ireland’s largest daily newspaper. 

The result was an article, published on June 22, 

2017, promoting what FIABCI members already 

know: networking and personal contact is still 

king when it comes to deal-making in the age of 

technology.    

McCabe and Minister Mitchell-O'Connor fielded 

questions from the attendees and gave advice 

on the importance of developing networking 

skills. "There is no substitute for personal  

contact," McCabe advised. "Every client is differ-

ent. Find out their needs and their problems. Let 

them speak and don't interrupt." 

McCabe stressed that "technology is important, 

but it's only an aid. In older days, there was no 

technology, but deals were still done. Eye-to-eye 

is the best technique. I never made a dollar, 

looking at my computer screen — I make dollars 

by getting out and meeting people." He stressed 

that, particularly for commercial property, “there 

will be no substitute for eyeballing those you're 

dealing with." 

World President McCabe entered estate agency 

in 1957 and joined FIABCI in 1963. He says that 

he realized at a young age that "without interna-

tional connections, I would become parochial,” 

and “decided to think globally and act locally.” 

After almost 60 years of building relationships, 

McCabe says there’s hardly a city in the world, 

where he can't pick up the phone to a contact." 

That’s a great basis for doing business.  

 

Read the full article online at independent.ie> 

Laurence McCabe shares personal best practices 

Personal contact still king in age of technology 

Browse dozens of webinars from the 

FIABCI’s World Council of Brokers and  

World Council of Managers 

Best practice info at your fingertips.  

Go to Multimedia tab at FIABCI.org 

FIABCI Webinars 

Laurence McCabe 

http://www.independent.ie/business/commercial-property/networking-is-still-king-of-the-deal-makers-in-the-age-of-technology-35852406.html
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01

Emphasis on business opportunities

(online and off)

Retail model for member services

Global awareness & recognition

Commitment to young professionals

Reorganized admin model, including 

Chapter support

Innovative revenue initiatives;

mainly Associate member model 

Six key tenants for FIABCI 

growth formed the basis of 

the platform of the elected 

leaders for 2016-2017

3

A 
t the General Assembly in May 2017, at the Andorra World Congress, outgoing FIABCI 

World President Kirkor Ajderhanyan made a presentation recapping the great progress of 

the 2016-’17 FIABCI Board of Directors, with the support of many FIABCI volunteers,   

Committees, Chapters and Councils. View the full presentation online. Here are a few highlights. 

4

 Principal & Academic Members with all professional sectors 

 Implementation guidelines for formation of FIABCI Business Clubs (or Business Councils in USA)

 Support for formation of City Councils (affiliated with a national chapter)

 One-time 50% reduction for NEW Principal Members of existing Chapters and Direct Principal Members for 2 yrs.

 Regions & Chapters Expand # of PMs and AMs: Minimum requirements to form a Chapter, e.g., 1 PM and ability to engage another  

 Reorganization of regions to group Near East and African countries into one region to leverage opportunities

 Creation of New FIABCI Chapters: Thailand, Myanmar in Asia Pacific Region;  Multinational Chapters in Africa 

(Tunisia, Ivory Coast, Morocco, and Senegal) and national Chapters in South Africa and Kenya. 

 Fee restructure for multinational members; 50% discount to support growth of multinational Chapters & Members 

 Industry Alliances
 Alliance with Reed MIDEM for MIPIM presence worldwide

 LOI and MOU with UN-Habitat for cooperation on sustainable assessments worldwide

 Alliance with Grant Thornton to grow/enhance FIABCI Chapters and Business Clubs: complementary/customized 

services and mutual support on global issues, e.g., urban plaining, sustainable development, legal institutional policies

 Hiring of Business Development Consultant and new staffing model

4

2016-17 BOARD ACTIONS IN SUPPORT OF FIABCI GROWTH

New FIABCI Headquarter Office

7

Listing 
Tools

Mobile

Online
Marketing 

Broker 
Tools

Social 
Sharing

Client 
Info

Doc. 
Mgmt.

Graphics 
& Photos

Videos 
& 

Sound

Email 
Tools

Webpages 
& Blogs

TOOLS 
FOR 

FIABCI 
MEMBERS

Meeting & 
Scheduling

16

FIABCI Support for New Urban Agenda and SDGs 
▪ Parallel event at Habitat III
▪ The City We Need is Affordable
▪ Urban Lab

▪ LOI & MOU signing with UN-Habitat

24

PLATFORM FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Great Progress for Young Members Program▪ FIABCI Young membership has grown 60%+▪ Young Members elected to several leadership positions at DBM ▪ Launch of new global event for young members is big success: #iREAL2016▪ Local implementation of local #iREAL events begins with #iREALUkraine
(December 2016); to be followed by:
▪ #iREALAmericas – Cartagena, Columbia (08/2017)▪ #iREALBaltics – Riga, Latvia (09/2017)
▪ #iREAL2017 – Athens, Greece (12/2017)
▪ #iREALUkraine – Lviv, Ukraine (12/2017)

▪ Each chapter has a Young Members Officer to communicate on related issues▪ “Road Map” for Young Member recruitment and local activities provided to 
all chapters

▪ Guidance on a Young Members Community via social media developed and 
distributed to active young members

20

http://www.fiabci.org/documents/Year-end-report_Vision-2020-May-2017.PDF
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Legacy & Foundation for 2017-18 Secretariat positioned to support growth and new admin model 
UN status raised; leverage alliance for increased global awareness and impact

Expand # of Global Sponsors to reduce member dues and increase member value

Continued focus on Chapter growth; leverage Associate Member category

Vision 20/20 represents a multi-year strategy

Leadership continuity!

48

 

FIABCI GLOBAL CALENDAR
 Current calendar available online for viewing and download > Plan & coordinate events accordingly

 Results: more & better programs and opportunities for business

41

FIABCI GLOBAL NEWS

43Download the latest issues and past issues from the NEWS tab at FIABCI.org>

COMING SOON: 

New email platform to enhance FIABCI member communications

2-PART VENN DIAGRAM IS ALSO EASILY CUSTOMIZED

Growing FIABCI and Member Business from the Bottom Up

Business Clubs

City Councils

FIABCI CITY COUNCILS• Local/Regional bodies under jurisdiction of Chapter
• Operates as a structure
• No official standing with FIABCI International
• Members must affiliated with Chapter

FIABCI BUSINESS CLUBS• No formal structure – calendar of business/networking events• Coordinated by Chapter• Open to non-members (on a limited basis)
• Proposed by FIABCI Membership Committee

FIABCI Membership Growth from the Ground Up• Expands Chapter’s reach outside Chapter center
• Funded by Chapter at Chapter’s discretion 
• Formed around geographic areas defined by Chapter

44

SEEING THE TREES AND THE FOREST
Planting Trees to Grow the Forest

Expansion of PMs 

and AMs through 

Chapter minimum 

requirements and 

business incentives

Associate 

Member Model: 

Building FIABCI 

from the ground 

up

Industry alliances 

that deliver value to 

all members and 

reduces FIABCI’s 

reliance on dues 

revenue 

47

Numerous new member benefits were intro-

duced during the past year, including a signifi-

cantly expanded presence at MIPIM and a global 

news magazine. 
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FIABCI in Asia-Pacific News Coverage 
FIABCI World President Farook Mahmood’s visit to Taiwan generated extensive media 

coverage, including China Times, Great News, Epoch Times, Economic Daily News,  

Oriental Daily and others, as shown on the following pages. 
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FIABCI in Asia-Pacific News Coverage (cont.) 
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FIABCI in Asia-Pacific News Coverage (cont.) 
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FIABCI 
17 rue Dumont d'Urville  

75116 Paris, France  

+33 1 73 79 58 30 

info@fiabci.org  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIABCI, the International Real  

Estate Federation, is a business  

network of real estate  

professionals worldwide. 

mailto:info@fiabci.org

